By changing the abstract domain of types, we easily obtain different type inference systems. This is useful to make the inference appropriate for different purposes. Due to the semantic basis, the system declaratively handles type union and parametric polymorphism.
Introduction
Logic programming has been introduced as an untyped language, without any discipline on types. Such flexibility is often paid in terms of difficult debugging and not efficient computations.
On the other hand, a strong type discipline as in Pascal precludes the flexibility which is a key point of the logic programming style. Given the importance of the topic, many studies were devoted to type schemes for logic programming.
The proposed approaches can be partitioned in two main classes, type checking and type inference. Type checking consists in verifying whether the use of types in a program is consistent with some type declarations.
On the other hand, type inference is the process of determining the type of program units, given a program with incomplete type declarations. Type inference was first studied within the functional paradigm [23, 28] . Its application to logic programming has been done with a conceptually different meaning.
In functional programming, all the rules (or branches) defining a function must be potentially applicable to values in the same domain. Thus, if a function is defined by rules involving different (comparable) types, the overall type is the greatest lower bound of them. On the other hand, type inference in logic programming respects the untyped nature of the paradigm.
If the clauses defining a predicate generate results with different types, the inferred type is simply the union of them, without imposing restrictions. Thus, type inference in logic programming results in the approximated description, by means of types, of the success set. This result can be used as a powerful tool for debugging logic programs. A number of different semantics for Iogic programs are possible as a basis for abstract interpretation.
The distinction between fo~-~o~n and bof#om-up data-flow analyses in imperative and functional languages helps also in logic programming to distinguish between two different classes of analyses [25] . Top-down analyses propagate the information in the same direction as an SLD-refutation, whereas bottom-up analyses propagate information in the opposite direction, thus returning an approximation of the whole success set. A number of studies have been devoted to show the equivalence of the two approaches in logic programming [3, 7] . However, since the bottom-up one returns an approximation of the success set of the program, it is more adequate for goal-independent type inference. The aim of this paper is to show how polymorphic type inference can be seen as an instance of bottom-up abstract interpretation.
Moreover different type inferences can be obtained as instances of the framework with different abstract domains. This approach can be used to study the relationships among various type inference systems.
Logic programming is not extended with complex type structures, but types are only used to describe approximations of success sets in a concise way. We show how polymorphic typing can be handled in a very natural way by abstracting an underlying (concrete) semantics defined in terms of non-ground semantic objects. The advantages of this approach come from the use of a new declarative semantics for logic programs via a bottom-up abstract interpretation, namely:
l the correctness proof can be carried out in a standard way, e the inference process is goal-independent (we generate a success set on the domain of "polymorphic types" with respect to which any goal can be analyzed), l type inference can be easily enriched simply by changing the domain of types.
The above features characterize this approach with respect to the ones in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses other approaches to the problem. Section 3 briefly reviews the notion of abstract interpretation, the semantics basis of our approach and a bottom-up abstract interpretation scheme. Section 4 presents a type inference system, together with some examples. In Section 5, different definitions of the abstract domain and operators lead to a discussion about the role of bottom-up abstract interpretation for type inference in logic programming. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
Related work
In this section we discuss works about the introduction of type information in logic programming. Such studies are conceptually partitioned in three classes: type checking, type inference, and abstract interpretation-based type inference. One of the first contributions on a polymorphic type system in logic programming is the one of Mycroft and O'Keefe [30] , inspired by the type system of ML [28] . Polymorphism results from the possibility to have type variables in the type structures. In this type system for Prolog, the programmer has to declare types for predicates and functions. The approach is to consider type specifications as restrictions on the arguments of predicates and terms, and a static type checker is devoted to check that these restrictions are respected. In [ 151, Gang and Zhiliang give a type system for Prolog with type declarations.
It is mainly intended to gain efficiencies at compile-time and run-time.
In [17] , Hanus describes a type system for HCL, where predicates and functions are declared with polymorphic types. The obtained polymorphic type system is an extension of the one in [30] . A model theoretic and an operational semantics are given. A specialized unification algorithm extends the refutation method to a typed world. One of the first works about type inference is presented by Mishra in [29] . The type of a predicate describes all terms for which the predicate may succeed, a predicate p has type 7 if p( t) fails for all t "outside" T. The inferred types are symbolic descriptions of terms by means of ground regular trees (only monomorphic types are inferred). Type inference is performed by a set of inference rules on a restricted class of Prolog predicates. The extension to a polymorphic type scheme presents some problem due to difficulties in handling parameterized regular trees. Zobel [36] presents an approach similar to the previous one. A syntactic type inference based on a specialization of the classical unification algorithm is presented. [31] . An approach based on a top-down abstract interpretation technique can be found in Bruynooghe et al. [6] . To obtain a finite lattice of types (the abstract domain), a normalized type graph (rational tree) is associated with each type. The meaning of a graph is the set of ground terms which can be folded onto it. The presence of restrictions ensures that all type graphs are finite and that only a finite number of such graphs can be constructed from a given finite set of functor symbols. Type inference is performed by specializing the abstract interpretation scheme, which generate an AND/OR graph associated with the refutation process for a given goal. The main problem in this approach is the strong approximation induced by the restrictions on type graphs: for example, to limit the depth of the graph, any acyclic path is not allowed to contain the same functor symbol twice.
An extension of this approach is given in [5] . Kluiniak [21] Tamaki (this is a hybrid  interpretation for logic programs, based on both a top-down and a bottom-up analysis of the program itself). Since the algorithm might generate an infinite number of solutions, a depth-k cutting prevents the analysis from infinite loops [32] . Our type structure and inference is similar to this one. One of the main differences is the use of variables in our type patterns (instead of the any value), thus preserving the connection among arguments of polymorphic types. Moreover, the use of bottom-up abstract semantics allow us to give a view of predicate types in the whole program (not only those involved in a specific goal). In [34] , a paper by Xu and Warren, the typing is a consequence of a partition of the Herbrand Universe based on type declarations.
The inference procedure is performed by a program transformation which returns a type inference logic program, and then by querying this new program. A call to PROVE (the type inference procedure) is performed for each predicate defined in the original program. The answer obtained by PROVE, which represents the associated type pattern, can contain uninstantiated variables. These variables are considered as globally quantified on types, thus handling polymorphism. Because of the groundness of the Herbrand Universe, the treatment of parametric polymorphism does not result uniform with respect to the monomorphic case. The semantic foundation of polymorphism cannot be given in a declarative style, through the notion of Herbrand model. The same problem is present in [35] where types are seen as regular sets of terms. In this paper type inference and type checking are studied using abstract interpretation. However, the approach does not allow to infer parametric types. Moreover the type of a predicate is considered to be unique.
We define a polymorphic type inference system for logic programs, based on a bottom-up abstract interpretation scheme. This approach overcomes the problems of the previous ones, mainly for two points: (i) the use of bottom-up abstract interpretation allows a goal-independent analysis, and (ii) the use of a suitable semantics gives a natural (semantics-based) treatment of polymorphism. Through the definition of a suitable set of abstract operators we obtain the abstract (finitely convergent) counterpart of the immediate consequence operator TP. The least fixpoint of it is the approximation of the success set of the program by means of type patterns describing the well-typed atoms in it.
Preliminaries
In this section we present the bottom-up abstract interpretation framework together with a T,-based concrete semantics for logic programs. Any concept not formally defined can be found in [Z, 3, 11, 121.
Abstract interpretation
We formalize the notion of abstract interpretation according to the ideas given by Cousot and Cousot [9] . An introduction to the subject of abstract interpretation in the field of logic and functional languages can be found in [I] . 
Bottom-up semantics of logic programs
The following results about the semantics of logic programs are defined in [ 11,121. This semantic definition is closer than the one in [24, 33] Notice that the standard Herbrand Universe is defined as T,(a), that is the set of all ground terms in the language. In the following, we denote by = the syntactic equivalence of objects. The set of substitutions, with typical elements o, IY, . . . consists of all the mappings 6 from Vur into Tz ( Vur), such that {x E Vur ) -9(x) # x} is finite. E denotes the empty substitution.
The application of a substitution 6 to a term t (denoted t8) is defined as the term obtained by replacing each variable x in t by 8(x). The composition 6a of 19 and (T is defined as function composition.
We recall that the composition is associative and for each term t, t(6a) = (t8) w. A renaming is a variable bijection.
A substitution 6' is more general than 6 (6 G S'), iff there exists u such that 6 = 6'0. The notion of unification can be given with respect to a set of equations. An equation is an expression of the form t = u, where t,u E Tz( Vur). Given a set E of equations, E is unifiable iff there exists 6 such that V( t = u) E E, (t8) = (~6). We denote by
Unif(E)
the (possibly empty) set of unifiers of E. We denote by mgu(E) the set {IYE Unif(E) [VI% Unif(E),
6~6').
It is well known that all the most general unifiers of a set E are equivalent [22] . Consider a program P and the set EP of constructors of the first-order language underlying l? The extended Herbrund Universe Up is defined as T,,( Vur)/_ , i.e. the set of equivalence classes with respect to the variance relation -(t, -t2 iff 36i ,a2 such that t,6, = f2 A tZaQ2= t,). Together with an added least element, it is a complete lattice with respect to the usual preorder on terms S, such that f, d t, iff 38]t, = t,6.
Let IIP be the set of predicate symbols in the program P. An atom is an object of the form p(tl, . . . , t,) where t,, . . . , t, E T,,( Vur) and p is an n-ary predicate symbol (i.e. p E II",). We denote the set of atoms as Atoms. In the following, given two atoms A=p(tl ,..., t,) and A'=p(t;,.. . , tk), we denote by mgu(A, A') an element in mgu({f, = t:I i = 1,. . . , n}). We extend this notation to any tuple of atoms.
A clause is a formula of the form H :-B1, . . . , B, with n 2 0 where H (the head) and B,,..., B, (the body) are atoms and ":-" and '0" denote logic implication and conjunction respectively. The variables are assumed to be universally quantified. If the body is empty, the clause is a unit clause. A goal is a formula B, , . . . , B, (denoted by :-Bl,..., B,), where each Bi is an atom. A logic program is a finite set of clauses.
Given a term t E 7" ( Var), the set of variables occurring in t is denoted by vars( t) (in the following, with abuse of notation, we apply the un~s operator to atoms and clauses as well). We extend also the notion of variance -to any syntactic object (i.e. terms, atoms, clauses, etc.). For a syntactic object s and a set of equivalence classes modulo renaming of objects 1, we denote by (c, , . . . , c,) Q s 1 that cr , . . . , c, are representatives of elements of I renamed apart from s and from each other.
and that for i #j, vars(q) n uars(c,) =0 (i = l..n, j = l..n). The powerset of a set X is denoted by P(X). If X is a set, the corresponding set of n-tuples of elements in X is denoted X". If the following, an extended notion of interpretation is given 113, 141. The extended interpretations are more expressive than Herbrand interpretations because of the use of more syntactic objects (like variables) in the semantic domains.
Analogously to the standard semantics, the base of interpretations BP is defined as Atoms,/_.
An extended interpretation (interpretation) I is a subset of BP (it represents the set of atoms which are true in I).
Definition 3.1 [13]. An interpretation I is a model for the logic program P iff every clause of P is true in the Herbrand interpretation G(1) (i.e. G(1) is a Herbrand model for P), where G(I) represents the set of ground instances of atoms in I.
In positive logic programs, the operational semantics is a set of possibly nonground atoms. The notion of model is general enough to capture the observable operational behavior of a logic program as a model. Moreover, every Herbrand model is still a model in the extended context.
We introduce now an immediate consequences operator TP on interpretations whose least fixpoint is an extended modes (model) which is able to capture computed answer substitutions. 
. , Bk))
.
A'= A6 1
This definition is different with respect to the standard ground TP operator [33] . It derives possibly non-ground atoms by means of a bottom-up inference rule which is based on unification, as in the top-down SLD resolution. In the following G 55 0 denotes a refutation for a given goal G in P, with answer substitution 6, while 8iG is the restriction of the substitution 6 to the variables occurring in G, extended as an identity for each variable x E vars( G) such that 6(x) is undefined. We extend the notation I'?,, to any syntactic objects s. This semantics, due to its relation with the operational one, has been used in some bottom-up abstract interpretations frameworks [3, 7, 201 . Since we will introduce the notion of well-typed derivation for a goal, the correctness of our analysis will be proved with respect to a variant of the previous concrete semantics.
Bottom-up abstract interpretation
In the following we recall some of the basic concepts developed in [3] . This framework is particularly suitable for semantics-based polymorphic type inference in logic programming, due to the use of possibly non-ground semantic objects.
The basic idea is to abstract the concrete immediate consequences operator Tp to obtain an abstract operator whose fixpoint is finitely computable and is a correct approximation of the concrete bottom-up semantics of the program. This is achieved by defining an abstract domain of interpretations, based on the notion of abstract atom. The construction of the domain of abstract interpretations follows a step-by-step approach.
The main problem is what we want to observe from the concrete data behaviour and how the resulting abstract data objects are represented in order to have an efficient (concise) data-flow analysis. In order to suitably define an abstract domain for a given program analysis, three abstraction levels are presented, each one related with a different data-property. In the first one, the abstraction is performed on terms in order to summarize all and only those properties which are useful for the "term analysis". The second step deals with how abstract terms are collected together (in abstract atoms) and which properties of their union the analysis is interested in. Finally, in the third step, the notion of abstract interpretation is introduced.
It corresponds to choosing which properties we want to observe, collecting together different abstract atoms [3] .
In type inference the first abstraction level will correspond to abstracting a given term returning its type. A corresponding domain of abstract atoms will be considered for the second one. As for the third abstraction level, we will consider abstract interpretations as sets of abstract atoms. In the following we will consider a simplified instance of the framework in [3] , which is general enough to define our type inference system.
Let 2 be a domain of abstract terms and BP the set of (abstract) atoms defined on X Let ( ??(B,,), E) be the resulting abstract domain of interpretations, specified by means of a Galois insertion ((Y, y) of ( P(%',), S) into ( PJ'(Bp), c). We assume that ( P?(%J'~), G) is a finite lattice. where I" E 9'(BP) and < extends in the obvious way on abstract variables (if any)
as well as concrete ones.
Type inference
In this section we present a polymorphic type inference based on the above abstract interpretation scheme. In the first subsection we introduce type declarations. In the second one we present the domain of types. In the third subsection we present The right part of each rule defining a simple type is the type name itself, while the right part of a rule defining a parametric type is the application of the type name either to a sequence of variables or to a sequence of 1,. I, stands for the ~nde~ned type, and tname( I *, . . . , i,) denotes the type associated with any constant in a parametric type declaration. Intuitively, the meaning of tname(l_,, . . . , I,) is that the type associated with a constant of a parametric type is partially undefined: it will be completely known only when used in a more structured object. The reason of this choice will be clear in the following, let us only mention that a similar choice is adopted in [19] (@ replaces I) although with a different underlying intuition.
Type declarations can be used as a set of reduction rules to reduce terms to types.
In order to assign only one type to a term, there are no two rules with unifiable left parts. Reduction rules induce a set of equivalence classes on the universe of terms: two terms belong to the same class if and only if they are reducible to the same type or they are (both) not reducible to a type (i.e. they are not well-typed).
Finally, to be useful, type declarations must be complete for the logic program we want to study, i.e. each constant or function symbol occurring in the program must occur in a rule left part. Thus, the domain of types is obtained by reducing terms to types by means of RR'. An important point is that our system, given the presence of I, and type variables, can infer different types for terms which are supposed to have the same type structure. The following two examples clarify the problem:
l Consider the term cons(0, nil). The reduction process leads to cons( nat, kst(l,) ) which is not further reducible. To force the reduction we normalize two different types to the most descriptive of them when possible. In this case since nat is more descriptive than I,, cons(nat, list(l,)) is forced to cons(nat, list(nat)) and then reduced. 
{Norm(X, X,X).)
The first clause says that the most descriptive type between two variables is a variable, while the next two state that I, is less descriptive than any other type. A recursive definition of Norm is associated with each parametric declared type name. In this case the computation is recursively performed on the type structure. The last clause states that the most descriptive type between a type name and a variable is the type name itself, and that two different type names have not a most descriptive type.
Example 2. Let us consider the type declarations
given in Example 1. The associated logic program P' is:
Type(X, X) :-Var(X), !. Type( nat, nut) :-!. Type(list(X), list(X)) :-!. Type(0, nut). Type(s(X), nut) :-Type(X, nut). Type(nil, kt(-L,)). Type(cons(X, Y), list(W)):-Type(X, Z), Type( Y, Zist( T)), Norm(Z, T, W Norm(X, X, X) :-Vur(X), !. Norm(X, Y, X) :-Y = = I,, !.

Norm( Y, X, X) :-Y = = I,, !.
Norm(list(X), list(Y), list(Z)) :-Norm(X, Y, Z), !.
Norm(X, X,X).
Using P' the type of the term cons(nil, cons(cons(s(O), nil)), nil) can be obtained as the computed answer substitution for the goal :-Type(cons(nil, cons(cons(s(O), nil), nil)), X) that is {list(list(nat))/,}.
Thus, the Prolog program PT, associated with a set of type declarations for a logic program P, gives a procedural method to compute the type for any term belonging to the universe of terms of P.
As in the concrete case, the notion of "equivalence up to renaming" -can be also applied to type terms. If :-Type( r, X) -+$T Fail, then t has type ERR.
Thus, given a term t belonging to the universe of terms associated with the program P, if t is reducible by means of P' to the type symbol 7, the term is well-typed and its type is denoted by T. Note also that if the given term is not reducible to any type name, its type is denoted by ERR. In the following we denote Tn( Vur,) v {ERR} as TQ( Var,).
Theorem 4.2. Consider a goal of the form :-Type( t, t') and the Prolog program P'.
The computation of the goal terminates and, in case of success, if gives a unique computer answer su6stitufio~z.
Proof. It follows from the definition of P'. Cl
Thus, P' completely characterizes the type of terms. Let us consider the equivalence relation z7 over the universe 7" ( Vur) induced by the program P', such that Vtl,tzE T,(Var), f,=,f, iff For example the sequence (3,2) means "the subterm which is the second argument of the third argument" of the original term. Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the previous theorem. 0 Example 3. Let us consider the type definitions given in Example 1, the complete lattice of types is given in Fig. 1. 
Abstract domain
The above domain of type patterns is characterized by an infinite number of elements. In order to obtain an abstract domain usable in abstract interpretation, we have to define a finite approximation of this infinite lattice of types. Let us consider a recursive function depth : Tn ( Vur,) + w such that VT E Tn ( Var,):
(1) depth( 7) = 0 iff 7 is a type variable, I,, or a simple (non-parametric) type, (2) depth(T) = l+max{depth(T,), . . . , depth(T,,)} iff T= qb(~~, . . . , T,,), where 4 is a parametric type name. A finite domain of type patterns is obtainable by extending the depth notion on type patterns and by cutting at depth k the corresponding infinite lattice of types.
Thus, given a positive integer k, let us define 9; c 5.3" as follows:
Definition 4.11. 9: = Cut,(B"), where Cu& ((T,, . . . , 7,) ) is the set of type patterns (4,. . ., 7:) such that T: is obtained by substituting with a fresh variable each subtype T' in 7 such that depth(T) -depth( 7') = k.
Proposition 4.12. 9: is a$nite complete lattice with respect to the %T ordering relation.
Example 4. The finite complete lattice of types corresponding to the previous infinite one, with n = 1 and k = 3, is given in Fig. 2 .
We can now consider the approximated lattice of type patterns as the basis to construct abstract atoms. The domain of abstract T-interpretations is composed by atoms defined on type patterns. The abstract base 28: is defined as follows:
Definition 4.14 (Base of abstract r-interpretations).
Thus an abstract atom is a predicate symbol in the language applied to a type pattern.
A well-typed atom is an abstract atom having no ERR types in the corresponding pattern. The notion of well-typed atoms extends naturally to any syntactic object.
Definition 4.15. An abstract r-interpretation
I' for the polymorphic type inference is any subset of the abstract base.
Proposition 4.16. (9(93",), E) is a finite lattice.
The relation between the concrete (infinite) lattice of (standard) interpretations, ( 2?(Bp), G) and (P(933k,), s), is established by a Galois insertion. 
Theorem 4.17. Thepair (a, y) is a Galois insertion of (9(53",), S) into (g(B,), c).
Proof. Notice that (Y is additive: let D c 9( BP) be a possibly denumerable collection of concrete interpretations {I,, . . . , In}.
P(9) E c-u(UD)
iff 3p(tl,.
. , t,)E UD A TP=a(Y,(t,,...,t")
iff 3ZEI) such thatp(t, ,..., t,,)EI A P=cu,(t ,,..., t,)
l a-and y-monotonicity follow by definition.
l By cz-additivity:
l ?(a( I)) 2 Z follows by definition. IJ
Abstract interpretation and type inference
In this section we analyze the abstract operators involved in the definition of the associated abstract interpretation. Following the framework in [3] , we define an abstract un$cation operator and a type substitution application. These operators allow to define an abstract immediate consequence operator whose least fixpoint is a correct approximation of the concrete success set.
Definition 4.18 (Abstract unification).
Let p( t, , . . . , t,,) and p( T, , . . . , 7,) be respectively a concrete and an abstract atom. We define the goal:
G'={:-Ope(ti, rr), . . . , Ope(t,, 7,)).
The abstract un$cation is defined as follows:
. . , tn),P(~l,. . . , Tnn))
otherwise.
a-mgu returns a type substitution defined on the set of variable symbols belonging to the concrete atom. It is easy to extend the previous definition to any number of concrete and abstract atoms to unify.
Let us consider now the cy-apply operator which "applies" a type substitution 6' to a concrete atom p( tI , . . . , t,,). By considering the logic program associated with the type definition section, we can give a procedural method to compute the operator. If the computation fails, a-apply returns a type pattern having the extra type symbol ERR for each subgoal which fails (this actually requires a proof procedure quite different from the standard one, but it is easy to define a meta-interpreter to do it).
The computation of cx-apply is always finite. The result is the type configuration of the predicate arguments. Moreover cy-apply reports any type error occurring during the substitution application. According to the bottom-up abstract interpretation framework in [3] , we can specialize the general abstract transformation map associated with any logic program. Let us denote by SSG the Zfp(9:). The meaning of our type system is more formally given by the following theorem, which establishes the connection between (concrete) successful derivations and the abstract success set SS',.
Let us denote by G A$ Cl a well-typed successful derivation, namely a sequence of goals G, , . . . , G, containing only well-typed atoms. Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A. q SS: contains polymorphic type patterns for each predicate symbol. It provides a description of the success set in terms of well-typed terms. It is easy to observe that the greater the description limit k, the greater the type information associated with the abstract interpretation.
A good choice of the description limit k may be
where, given an atom pf t,, . . . , t,, ):
pdept~(p(t,, . . . , t,)> = max{depth(ti)}iEll,...,n).
In this section we analyze some examples of type inference in HCL. In our 5;-based analysis, all the types of success patterns are generated. Using the definition (with k = 2) we compute the abstract success set in two steps:
In fact, from the first clause in the program we have F;(0). To compute F>( S;(0)) we have to consider that and cy-apply(append(cons(X, Y), 4 cons(X, V), {W&)/Y, P/Z, P/U}) ={append(Zist(l), list(t), list(t))}.
The abstract success set gives the type structure of the predicate append, i.e. all the well-typed solutions of goals are instances of these type patterns. This example also points out a problem in this definition of append: there are possible solutions which are instances of the pattern append (Zist(l,), p, p) . In fact the goal append( nil, s( 0) , s( 0) ) is provable in contrast to the intuition. The following definition of append overcomes this problem.
append(nil,nil,nil). with the previous type definitions. Given a finite positive integer k, we obtain in k+ 1 steps the following sequence:
Si,? 1 ={iszero(nut)}; ~17P~2={iszero(nar),p(list(nat))}; 3-7pT3 ={iszero(nut),p(Zist(nut)),p(Zist(Zist(nut)))}; . . . (nut))) ,...,p(Zistk(cy))};
~~~(k+l)={iszero(nut),p(Zist(nut)),p(Zist(Zist
Yl,t(k+2)=Fl',T(k+l)
(fixpoint).
The approximation of the cut at depth k is introduced because the type of predicate p is the infinite set {nut, Zist(nut), Zist(Zist(nat)), . . . }, which is not computable in a finite number of steps. The following example shows the treatment of type errors in our approach and introduces some problems related with the use of our type system. In the following section we will discuss the possibility, given by the abstract interpretation framework, to extend the type inference system to overcome these problems. 
Modifying the type inference
In this section we discuss possible changes of the type inference system. Due to the underlying abstract interpretation framework, such changes are achieved by modifying the domain of types. The first extension deals with the problem of decomposing the ERR class into different, more descriptive, subclasses. The second change provides a description of the whole success set and allows a stronger notion of soundness.
Decomposing the ERR class
Example 8 of the previous section shows that the result of type inference could be improved: the ERR class is too comprehensive.
In order to have a more precise approximation of the success set, the type inference scheme can be extended to capture the type of heterogeneous data structures. Such a type inference may be defined by allowing type union in the domain of types. The idea is to define a new domain of types in which the most descriptive type between two uncomparable types is not ERR but the type union of them. Thus, in the new domain, types are seen as sets, although, abusing the notation we omit the { } parentheses for singletons. In Example 8 the most descriptive type between list(char) and list(nat) should be Zist(char u nut), which describes heterogeneous lists with both characters and natural numbers as elements. It is conceptually easy to extend the Prolog program P' to cope with u. We omit such a definition here because the program is very long in spite of its conceptual simplicity. Let us denote by Tn( Var,) the domain of type terms extended with the u (idempotent, commutative, and associative) binary type constructor. According to this view, the new preordering relation on types is: VT,, r2 E Tn( Var,), 71 <" r2 iff one of the following conditions hold:
l there exist 9' and ~~7 such that 7, -(r2~')n1r, As an example, in the domain 9, the types r1 = list(cz) u list(nat) and T* = lint are identified because T, -" r2. The same holds for 7, = list(nat) and TV = list( nut u I,). The depth-k approximation is exactly the same as in the previous case. Note that we have an ERR equivalence class which is smaller than the previous one because we obtain a set of equivalence classes associated with each heterogeneous type structure.
not U list(a) Fig. 3 . The modified finite lattice of types: 9:. 
z + char end
The predicate map-weight is intended to build (given a list of words) a new list in which every word is followed by its weight (the sum of the weights of its characters). .
mup_weight( Zist( Zist( char)), ERR) I
Capturing the whole success set
The approximated description of the success set provided by the type inference for heterogeneous data-structures does not capture the possibility of type-wrong solutions.
Consider the program composed by the only clause p( cons( 0 ,Y) ) in the world of homogeneous lists. Its approximated success set is SSG = { p( Zist( nut))}.
Consider now the goal : -p( cons (X, cons ( a, Z) ) ) which is not abstractly unifyable with p( Zist( nut)), but, despite of this, it is refutable. Its refutation leads to the answer substitution {O/x} which, applied to the goal, makes it not well-typed. The origin of this behaviour is the consideration that a type name is more descriptive than a variable. In fact, the reduction of p( cons (0 .X) ) leads to p( cons( nut, Zist( a))) which is reduced to p (Zist(nut) ).
This reduction is based on the idea of homogeneity of lists: if one element is a natural number, the others must have the same type. The reduction is also based on the idea that, in the term cons(0, X), X must be a list.
To obtain an approximation of the whole success set (thus providing a stronger notion of correctness)
we have to change completely the point of view. and to reason about programs. Goals not abstractly unifyable with atoms in the abstract success have no solutions or only type-wrong solutions. In a sense, these goals "do not correspond to the philosophy of the program". These two informally described extensions give the idea of the flexibility of the approach.
Due to the bottom-up abstract interpretation scheme, modifications of the type inference can be achieved by modifying the abstract domain.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have presented a polymorphic type inference scheme for logic programs.
It can handle both parametric polymorphism and type union, which denote essential aspects in the logic programming style. The approach is based on a bottom-up abstract interpretation technique which is able to collect information on the whole success set of the program independently from the possible goals submitted to the refutation process. Moreover, by allowing non-ground terms into the semantics, we obtain an approach to the polymorphism with a clear declarative foundation.
We have considered a depth-k abstraction technique [32] to get finite domains. Different techniques can be used for this purpose, like the widening/ narrowing-based approach in [9] to ensure the termination of the abstract interpretation on the infinite lattice of (all) types. By considering a different (compositional) underlying semantics [4] , our type inference can be adapted to deal with program modules, thus allowing more powerful analysis like compositional type inference of logic programs and inter-modules type checking, as recently proposed in [8] . There are several directions for further research. It is possible to extend our type inference scheme to meta-predicates.
New type constructors should be included in the domain of types, like predn(a,, . . . , a,), denoting the type of n-ary predicates.
Moreover we should extend the type declarations to predicates too. Our type inference, together with a suitable type declaration for predicates, may be usefully used in program debugging and in compiler optimizations.
In particular, since it returns an abstract type version of the success set of the program, we observe the applicability of the inferred type information to statically handle (at compiletime) AND instead of the usual inefficient symbolic calculation.
AQQendiX
A
We prove a weak notion of soundness for the abstract interpretation (Theorem 4.23) with respect to the following 7',-based semantics capturing "well-typed" derivations. Proof. The proof is standard [12] . 0
The fixpoint of TT' is the set of atoms (ground or non-ground) with successful well-typed derivations.
The following theorem specifies the soundness of T');'-based semantics with respect to the semantics of well-typed derivations. Proof. By induction on n:
Base case. Straightforward.
Inductive case. Let p( t)6~ E TWp'T (n + 1) = TWpt( TWptT n). 
